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Abstract. In this paper, the temperature scaling approach (TS) for
temperature compensation of guided ultrasonic waves (GUW) is pre-
sented. In many previous works, it could be observed that the amplitudes
of the GUW change with temperature. In the TS approach, it is assumed
that for each transducer configuration several functions M (f, T ) exist
that describe the change of the maximum amplitude depending on the
frequency f and the temperature T . It is also assumed that several
functions F (f, T ) exist that describe the changes of the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) from the amplitude containing the maximum
value of the measurement. Furthermore, it is assumed that the func-
tions M (f, T ) and F (f, T ) also depend on the medium in which the
GUW propagate, so that a change of the medium results in a change of
the functions. This means that these functions can be used for damage
detection. GUW data from the http://openguidedwaves.de/ database
were analyzed with the TS approach. Data from a carbon fiber rein-
forced polymer plate with a temperature range from 20 ◦C to 60 ◦C were
analyzed for different actuator-sensor paths and compared with position-
dependent artificial defects. To determine the functions M (f, T ) and
F (f, T ), polynomials were fitted to the measured values of the maxima
and full FWHM. The TS analysis showed a detect ability of the artificial
defects over the entire temperature range.

Keywords: SHM · Temperature compensating · Signal processing ·
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1 Introduction

With its potential to optimize or eliminate maintenance cycles and the emerg-
ing opportunity to use lightweight materials more extensively, structural health
monitoring (SHM) has attracted much attention in recent years. Whereas meth-
ods with guided ultrasonic waves (GUW) are interesting for many applications
due to the possibility of examining a large area for damage with few sensors
[1,2]. Especially the integration of a sensor network has the advantage that a
large area can be checked quickly by few personnel, as the sensors do not have to
be applied manually. In addition, measurement errors are avoided because the
sensors remain stationary in an integrated system. However, a major problem
in the practical use of SHM systems based on GUW is the temperature effect
on the signals [3,4]. There have been many methods developed to address the
issue, like optimal baseline selection (OBS) [5], baseline signal stretch (BSS)
[6,7] or dynamic time wrapping (DTW) [8] but, these methods are often based
on memory intensive baselines and/or computationally intensive adjustments
and comparisons [9]. However, if you want to integrate sensor nodes with small
electronics such as micro controllers into a material for monitoring, you need
compensation methods that are both cheap in computation and memory. An
interesting approach to temperature compensation for permanent monitoring of
a pipe system that meets these requirements is the location specific temperature
compensation (LSTC) by Mariani et al. [10,11]. In LSTC a torsional, T(0,1)
GUW mode is sent into the pipe via a transducer ring that is clamped around
the pipe. Subsequently, the reflections of the wave from welds and end pieces are
detected by the transducer ring. Using the temperature-dependent wave speed,
it is now possible to determine points on the time signal which correspond to a
specific locations L on the tube. This means that a temperature compensation
must be made with respect to the wave speed. Now a function of the amplitude
A(T,L) as a function of the temperature can be determined for specific loca-
tions L. If damage occurs before the location L, this also has an influence on the
amplitude at location L, so that the residual signal between the local amplitude
function A(T,L) and the measured amplitude becomes larger, with which the
damage is detected. LSTC was also applied on bulk waves [12]. In this paper
we present a temperature compensation method for GUW pitch catch measure-
ments. We call our method temperature scaling (TS). TS follows a similar idea
as LSTC and is also like LSTC cheap in computing and storage capacity. So that
TS can be applied for simple damage detection (is there damage yes/no?) with
in micro controllers integrated in sensor nodes. The features extracted from TS
have also been successfully used for damage localization [13]. Like the LSTC, the
TS uses temperature dependent functions to achieve temperature compensation.
As TS is a compensation method for pitch catch measurements, TS does not use
the amplitude at a specific location but temperature-dependent features of the
entire time signal. Also TS provides under certain conditions the possibility of a
temperature compensation without the knowledge of the current temperature.
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Beside the analytical derivation of temperature-scaled signal-damage features,
the implementation of the algorithms used for damage detection are discussed
and evaluated. The computed signal features can be used as input for Machine
Learning (ML). Since the target application is a SHM system finally integrated
in the material (material-integrated intelligent system [14]), hard resource con-
straints must be considered. There are efforts to map ML models trained on
generic desktop computers on embedded systems (TinyML, a survey can be
found in [15]). The Sect. 6 is dedicated to computational and memory require-
ments of the signal feature computation and damage prediction.

2 Damage Detection with the Temperature Scaling
Method

At this point, the temperature scaling (TS) method is presented. The TS app-
roach takes into account that certain features of GUW depend on the tempera-
ture of the medium in which the waves propagate like the amplitude of the signal
[16]. In order to keep the required computing effort and storage space as low as
possible, the TS does not consider the entire amplitude of the signal but only
individual features. These are the maximum value of the signal M , the position
of M on the time axis tmax and the full width at half maximum F of the peak
containing the maximum value. These features are particularly suitable because
they are easy to identify in any signal and because they are particularly affected
by changes in the GUW propagation medium. This is because M is often com-
posed of different signal parts, such as A and S modes of the dispersive wave or
constructive interference with reflected signal parts. So if there is a change in
one of the signal parts that contribute to the value of M , the value of M changes
and so change the values of tmax and F . In the TS method, it is assumed that
the maximum M and F of the envelope of a GUW catch signal, with a certain
pitch signal frequency f , do not change randomly with the temperature T . Thus,
these changes can be described as functions M (f, T ) and F (f, T ). Furthermore,
it is assumed that these functions are also dependent on the medium in which
the GUW propagates. Thus, a change in the medium, e.g. a damage, leads to
changes of M (f, T ) and F (f, T ) [17]. These changes caused by damage can be
due to the loss of energy of one or more GUW modes when the actuated wave
passes through the damage, due to wave reflections from the damage or due to
the fact that the damage site itself starts to oscillate after the actuated wave has
passed through and thus emits waves in all directions. The last two effects lead
to interference with the actuated waves, which means that a damage that is not
directly between the actuator and the sensor can also be detected.

If the functions M0 (f, T ) and/or F0 (f, T ) for the undamaged case are known
for a certain pitch-catch transducer configuration, these functions can be used
for damage detection. The lower index 0 at the functions indicates that there
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is no damage present. So for a given pitch-catch transducer configuration, with
the known functions M0 (f, T ) and F0 (f, T ), the idea is to compare the mea-
sured maximum Mm (fm, Tm) of the catch envelope with pitch frequency fm at
temperature Tm with the value of M0 (fm, Tm). With the following conditions
applying:

Mm (fm, Tm) = M0 (fm, Tm) ± ΔM0 ⇒ No damage, (1)
Mm (fm, Tm) ≷ M0 (fm, Tm) ± ΔM0 ⇒ Damage. (2)

with ΔM0 being the value by which Mm (fm, Tm) is allowed to maximally deviate
from M0 (fm, Tm) in order to pass as damage-free. Similar conditions are defined
for the F :

Fm (fm, Tm) = F0 (fm, Tm) ± ΔF0 ⇒ No damage, (3)
Fm (fm, Tm) ≷ F0 (fm, Tm) ± ΔF0 ⇒ Damage. (4)

3 Test Data

To proof the assumptions made above, data sets [18] of the Open Guided
Waves platform were used. All data sets contain GUW pitch-catch measure-
ments recorded in a temperature range from 20 ◦C to 60 ◦C with temperature
steps of 0.5 ◦C. At each target temperature, pitch-catch measurements with a
narrow band 5-cycle Hann-filtered sine wave pitch signal were performed for core
frequencies in a range of 40 kHz to 260 kHz in 20 kHz steps. All measurements
were performed on a carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) plate (500 mm ×
500 mm × 2 mm) made from Hexply R©M21/34%/UD134/T700/300 carbon pre-
impregnated fibers with a stacking of [45◦/0◦/ − 45◦/90◦/ − 45◦/0◦/45◦/90◦]S .
For the pitch-catch measurements 12 DuraAct piezoelectric transducers were
co-bonded to the plate. To simulate damage [18], four artificial damage were
placed at different positions at the surface. The artificial damage consisted of
circular aluminum disk with a diameter of 1 cm, which was attached to the
CFRP plate with tacky tape. A sketch of the plate setup can be seen in Fig. 1.
For a more detailed description of the measurements, please see [16]. In the fol-
lowing, only transducer pairs were considered where the actuator transducer i
consists of the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and the sensor transducer j consists of the set
{7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}.

4 Temperature Scaling Data Processing

In the following, we describe how the raw data were processed for the TS method.
At first, the analytical signal of the data was computed. For a given time depen-
dent signal s (t) the analytical signal sa (t) is given as:
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the transducer configuration and artificial damage positions D04 (×),
D12 (+), D16 (�) and D24 (�) on the investigated CFRP plate. Circles with numbers
represent the transducers. The damage and transducer indexing corresponds to [16]
and [18].

sa (t) = s (t) + is (t) ∗ 1
πt

(5)

= s (t) + iH{s (t)} (6)

with i being the imaginary number, ∗ the convolution operator and H{} the
Hilbert transformation. The envelope Es (t) of the data was calculated using the
analytical signals sa(t):

Es (t) = |sa (t) |. (7)

Now, the maximum of the data envelope and the maximum position tmax at
the time axis was computed as well as the FWHM of the envelope peak which
contained the maximum (Fig. 2).

In a next step, a binning of the M and F data, was preformed. To determine
the functions M0 (f, T ) and F0 (f, T ) for the different transducer pairs (ij) eight
degree polynomials were fitted to the binned data without artificial damage:

M ij
0 (f, T ) =

8∑

k=0

aij
k (f)T k, (8)

F ij
0 (f, T ) =

8∑

k=0

bijk (f)T k, (9)

with the frequency dependent polynomial coefficients a (f) and b (f). During
binning, the sandard errors of the data combined in the binns are also determined
and used for data fitting. By changing the binning width, the fit can be improved
to a certain point. However, fitting without binned data is also possible, but
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Fig. 2. Example for maximum M and FWHM F determination. The × marks the
maximum of the envelope. F is computed for the envelope peak with the maximum
amplitude and is illustrated as the red line. Also the location of the maximum is
determined and can be seen as the dashed line in the plot. The displayed signal was
recorded with transducer 1 as actuator and transducer 7 as sensor with a frequency of
40 kHz at a temperature of 21.2 ◦C.

this does not lead to optimal results. In the present case, the binn widths were
determined by trail and error. The values of ΔM ij

0 (f, T ) and ΔF ij
0 (f, T ) from

Eqs. (2) and (4) were computed separately for the upper and lower boundary.
By computing the values of Eqs. (8) and (9) for all temperatures and adding
always a value of 1e−6 to, e.g., ΔM ij

0,low, if the undamaged function values of
Eq. (8) are smaller than the values of the lower boundary or to ΔM ij

0,up, if the
undamaged function values of Eq. (8) are bigger than the values of the upper
boundary. This was repeated until all data points of the undamaged case were
inside the boundaries.

5 Results and Discussion

In Fig. 3a and 3b examples of data sets of M and F are shown, respectively.
The M and F curves of some data sets can almost be described as linear, as
can be seen in Fig. 3a for the transducer path 1 to 9. Other data sets, however,
show a more complicated curve. For example, the M curve of the transducer
path 1 to 10 at f = 60 kHz is approximately sinusoidal. The M curve of the
transducer path 5 to 12 at f = 80 kHz is even more difficult to describe, it
drops slightly from 20 ◦C to 25 ◦C and then it has a linear course up to approx.
30 ◦C. After 30 ◦C the curve takes a parabolic course until 57 ◦C and then it
rises again slightly. In Fig. 3b, F data curves can even show discontinuities, so
that it can happen that a temperature is not assigned a unique FWHM value.
This can be observed, for example, for the F curve of the transducer path 1 to
9 with f = 60 kHz. Such discontinuities could only be observed in the FWHM
data. It is assumed that this is an effect of the temperature dependence of the
dispersion. Dispersion causes the modes of the GUW to diverge as they pass
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through the plate. This diverging leads to a further peak detaching itself from
the maximum peak of the GUW envelope, so that it can come to sudden changes
in the FWHM. The temperature dependence of the dispersion leads to the modes
detach at different times or locations. Because of the versatility of the data
and to generalize, it was necessary to choose a feasible fit model. Since a high
degree polynomial is able to represent a large part of the existing data curves,
a polynomial of the eighth degree was chosen. The advantage of this model is
to represent many different functions. This is made possible by adjusting aij

k (f)
and bijk (f) to the given data through optimization algorithms. For the purpose
of proof of concept, this approach is justified even if we cannot always provide
the optimal fit for the present data. To prevent data from being considered that
can only be fitted insufficiently or not at all (as in the case of discontinuous
functions) with a eighth degree polynomial, all fits with an R2 value < 0.98
were excluded from the following investigations. In this case, the R2 value was
determined between the model and the binned data. To have a measure of how
many fits were actually performed the fit ratio Rf of the data was determined.
Rf is the ratio of the number of data sets (Nd) at which a fit trial was performed
and the number of fits (Nf) actually performed Rf = Nd

Nf
. The determined

Rf for M ij
0 (f, T ) can be seen in Table 2 and for F ij

0 (f, T ) in Table 3. In direct
comparison between Tables 2 and 3 the M(f, T ) approach is much more stable
than the F (f, T ) approach since the Rf of F (f, T ) is always under 0.84 and even
drops to 0.08. This is due to the fact that, as mentioned above, the FWHM data
curves show discontinuities. This occurs mainly at frequencies between 60 kHz
and 100 kHz, but also at other frequencies the data curves often cannot be fitted.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Example maximum M and FWHM F data for different actuator-sensor paths
(i to j) and frequencies f . Some M data have an almost linear shape while others show
a more complex shape, but all data are continuous. Also F data have different shapes
with continuous behavior, but there are also data with a non-continuous behavior.

In Fig. 4, the data of transducer pair 1 to 7 at f = 40 kHz are shown for
the undamaged case (◦), for damage D04 (×), D12 (+), D16 (�) and D24 (�).
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Furthermore, the boundaries determined by using the method described above
are also shown in black lines. Since the boundaries were determined with the
data of the undamaged case, the data M and F points of the undamaged case
lie within the boundaries as expected. The M and F data for damage D04 and
D12 are also within the boundaries. However, in Fig. 1, D04 and D12 are far
away from the transducer path 1 to 7 and was correctly identified as undamaged
because there is no damage near the transducer path under consideration. This
shows that even data without damage, with which the boundaries were not
trained are correctly identified as undamaged. The M and F data of D16 and
D24, however, are outside the boundaries over the entire temperature range. In
Fig. 1, D24 is positioned directly between transducer 1 and 7 and is therefore
correctly identified as damaged. Damage D12 however is further away from the
transducer path and could still be detected as damage. This shows that with TS
it is also possible to detect damage that is not in the direct transducer path.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Example maximum M (a) and FWHM F (b) data for 40 kHz and the transducer
pair 1 to 7 with actuator 1 and sensor 7. With data without artificial damage (◦) and
data with artificial damage D04 (×), D12 (+), D16 (�) and D24 (�). The black
lines represent the upper and lower boundary, within which the damage-free case is
considered.

If we look at the individual measurements where R2 ≥ 0.98 and see how often
a damage was detected correctly or incorrectly, we get the confusion matrices
in Table 1. The first thing that comes to mind when looking at the Table 1
is that there are no false positive detections. This means that no damage was
detected when no damage was present. This is of course due to the fact that we
have determined the boundaries based on all non-damage data. This was done
because of the small amount of data. The fact that the boundaries determined
in this way with unknown data from a non-damaged case probably still do not
detect any damage can be seen, as already mentioned, in Fig. 4. The second thing
that stands out in Table 1 is that no damage was detected with a large number
of data with damage. This is due to the fact that damage that is too far away
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from the transducer path is not detected. Moreover, the different wavelengths of
the varying frequencies are not all sensitive to the size of the damage used. In
fact, there are only a few frequencies that are sensitive to the current damage,
see Tables 2 and 3. With the numbers from Table 1, the true positive rate for
M is 0.16 and for F a true positive rate of 0.1. This means that for M in 16%
and for F in 10% of all damage cases a damage was detected. However, if we
look at Tables 2 and 3, we can see that for all applied artificial damages there
are still several sensor paths on which the damage was detected over the entire
temperature range.

In Tables 2 and 3, the results of TS approach for all investigated data are
shown. Most of the damage detections over the entire temperature range were
measured with the maximum method, which is in line with expectations as this
method is much more stable than the FWHM method (see number of measure-
ments in Table 1 and Rf in Table 2 and 3), as expected since the F data also con-
sist of measurements with non-continuous behavior. It is noteworthy that most
of the detections are observed at f = 40 kHz. At this frequency, the wavelength
is most sensitive to the 1 cm diameter damage used. Furthermore, the further
away the damage is from the edge of the plate, the more damage detections can
be measured over the entire temperature range. This is attributed to reflections
at the edge of the plate and the resulting interferences. As described above,
the signal features considered are composed of various interferences between the
induced wave arriving at the sensor and its reflections at the plate edges and
damage. Thus, edge reflections are part of the features, which should prevent
edge reflections from being a disturbing factor in damage detection. Neverthe-
less, the massive reflections that occur at the plate corners seem to have an
influence on the detectability, as just described. However, with TS it is possible
to detect damage over the entire temperature range even in regions with strong
reflections. This can be observed e.g. in Fig. 4 where both the actuator i = 1
and the sensor j = 7 are positioned directly at two plate corners. This leads
to massive edge reflections at both corners, which causes interference with the
induced GUW wave. Despite this, both D16 and D24 can be detected over the
entire temperature range with the features M and F .

Table 1. Confusion matrices of all investigated data. Rows show if damage was present
and columns show if damage was detected.

M data

Number of measurements Damage No damage

= 410238 detected detected

Damage 46358 227986

No damage 0 135894

F data

Number of measurements Damage No damage

= 288900 detected detected

Damage 19507 173693

No damage 0 95700
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Table 2. Results maximum M(f, T ) with the Rf and the number of damage detection
for the different artificial damage D04, D12, D16 and D24. Where subscript “tot”
denotes total detection over the entire temperature range while subscript “par” denotes
partial detection over a portion of the temperature range.

f [kHz] Rf D04tot D04par D12tot D12par D16tot D16par D24tot D24par

40 0.97 5 22 12 19 9 26 6 27

60 1.0 3 22 4 24 1 29 2 25

80 0.92 0 17 0 20 0 20 0 15

100 0.94 0 22 0 14 0 23 0 25

120 1.0 0 23 0 28 0 28 0 28

140 1.0 0 30 0 31 0 25 0 25

160 1.0 0 27 0 25 0 18 0 21

180 1.0 0 22 0 20 0 20 0 20

200 1.0 0 26 0 23 0 24 0 19

220 1.0 0 23 0 21 0 20 0 21

240 1.0 0 27 2 25 0 29 1 26

260 1.0 2 31 5 23 0 31 2 31

To store all the polynomial coefficients aij
k and bijk and boundary values ΔM ij

0

and ΔF ij
0 of all considered transducer pairs and frequencies a memory of 28.6 MB

was needed. This amount of memory is very small compared to the memory space
of 104.9 MB that just a single baseline signal of the presented data requires.

Table 3. Results FWHM F (f, T ), with the Rf and the number of damage detection for
the different artificial damage D04, D12, D16 and D24. Where subscript “tot” denotes
total detection over the entire temperature range while subscript “par” denotes partial
detection over a portion of the temperature range.

f [kHz] Rf D04tot D04par D12tot D12par D16tot D16par D24tot D24par

40 0.89 8 21 6 22 6 22 4 24

60 0.31 0 8 0 10 1 7 0 9

80 0.08 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2

100 0.5 0 11 0 7 0 10 0 15

120 0.86 0 16 0 17 0 20 0 19

140 0.86 0 15 0 16 0 21 0 20

160 0.89 0 13 0 16 0 17 0 16

180 0.72 0 17 0 18 0 16 0 17

200 0.69 0 14 0 12 0 19 0 16

220 0.89 0 20 0 14 0 20 0 20

240 0.75 0 18 0 17 0 22 0 22

260 0.89 0 19 0 20 0 24 0 21
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With TS, under certain conditions, it is also possible to perform tempera-
ture compensation without knowing the current temperature. This is achieved
by replacing the temperature as a function variable by a temperature dependent
signal feature K(T ) and thus obtaining functions M(f,K(T )) and F (f,K(T )).
Where the condition holds that for each temperature value T there must be a
uniquely assignable value K(T ), so that holds: K(Tk) �= K(Tl) ∀k �= l. This is
the case, for tmax for all direct transducer paths at a core frequency of f = 40
kHz, see Fig. 5. It should be mentioned that there are also cases where tmax for
certain frequencies and transducer paths has data curves which do not increase
continuously but also have maxima, minima and inflection points or even dis-
continuities, so that in these cases tmax cannot be used as a substitute for T .
The idea is to determine functions for the non-damage case as before, with which
later measurement data can be compared. The only difference is that we do not
determine the functions as a function of T but of a signal feature as a substitute.
This gives us the possibility to perform the temperature compensation only on
the basis of the measured GUW data. In the case of tmax, the current measured
value tmax(T ) is passed to the functions M(f, tmax(T )) and F (f, tmax(T )) and
their results are compared with the current measured Mm and Fm values.

As an example, the M and F data for f = 40 kHz from path 1 to 7 are shown
as a function of tmax for the direct transducer paths in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6a, it can be
seen that the D24 damage at M is again detected over the entire measurement
range, similar to Fig. 4a, while the D16 damage is detected over a wide range,
but from 0.45ms onward, part of the D16 data is within the allowed boundarys.
This shift in this range is probably due to the fact that damage also changes the
tmax values, which can cause the data to shift in one direction. This happened
here, so you can see that the maximum tmax value of D16 data is smaller than the
maximum tmax value in case of no damage. In Fig. 6b it can be seen that for F the
damage D16 is detected over the whole measurement range. Also the damage D24
could be detected over the whole range if the upper boundary would be closer
to the damage free data as in Fig. 4b. This worse boundary determination is due
to the fact that the non-damage data increases sharply after 0.45 ms and fans
out at the same time. Thus, the non damage M values in this range determines
the ΔM value and disproportionately pushes up the overall upper boundary
for smaller tmax values. However, this problem can be solved by improved fit
algorithms or by switching to residual signal calculation. With the help of all
direct transducer paths, it was possible to detect all damage on the plate over
the entire temperature range, despite the inaccurate boundary determination.
Thus, it is generally possible with TS to compensate the temperature and to
detect a damage without measuring the current temperature.
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Fig. 5. In this graph tmax data is plotted as function of T for direct transducer paths
i.e. all paths i to j for which j = i + 6 with i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} applies. All tmax data
for these transducer paths increase steadily with T .

Fig. 6. Example maximum M (a) and FWHM F (b) data as function of tmax(T ) for
40 kHz and the transducer pair 1 to 7 with actuator 1 and sensor 7. With data without
artificial damage (◦) and data with artificial damage D04 (×), D12 (+), D16 (�) and
D24 (�). The black lines represent the upper and lower boundary, within which the
damage-free case is considered.

6 Optimisation and Embedded Systems

In earlier work [13], TS was used at GUW data from [16] to determine feature
vectors 〈f,T,M,tmax,F,〉p (one for each path measurement, merged to one vector)
using the unscaled signal features together with the temperature measurement.
This multi-path feature vector was used as input data for an Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) to predict a damage (binary classification) and its spatial posi-
tion. The ANN basically approximates the introduced analytical temperature
scaling (implicitly) and the mapping of the signal features on damage features
(classification and localisation via the multi-path data). Although, the ANN was
simple and consisted only of 24 neurons with 166 parameters, the implementa-
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tion on resource-constrained material-integrated sensor nodes is a challenge. A
feed-forward ANN requires the following minimal computational (γ) and mem-
ory (σ) resources:

σANN = |L0|(3 + td) · D +
∑

i=1,l

|L|i · (
2 + |L|i−1 + td

) · D (10)

γANN = |L0|(mn + tn) +
∑

i=1,l

|L|i · (|L|i−1 · (mn + an) + tn
)

(11)

with D as the data bit width (e.g., 16), —L— as the number of neurons in a (fully
connected, except input) layer i, mn the number of machine instructions required
for two-operand multiplication, an the number of machine instructions required
for two-operand addition. The memory is measured in bits and the computa-
tional resources are expressed in the number of unity machine instructions (data
transfer, addition, multiplication, division). The estimation of machine instruc-
tions required for high-level mathematical functions like the exponential function
and their intermediate memory requirements is highly dependent on computer
architecture and software, finally composing the transfer function requiring td
data registers and requiring tn machine instructions for one computation. Each
neuron cell of the ANN consists of an adder unit requiring an accumulator and
for each incoming edge a weight register. The output of the adder is fed into the
transfer function unit.

A typical target system is shown in [19] that is suitable for material-
integration. It consists of an ARM Cortex M0(+) with 8 kB RAM and 32 kB
ROM storage [20]. Energy is provided via an external RFID source. Although
the ARM processor core provides high performance in general, there are hard
energy constraint limiting the computational time for a numerical task, and hard
memory constraints. Using software-implemented floating point 32-bit arith-
metic (D=32), one measuring path (one sensor node) with 5 input variables
and one output variable that provides a measure for a damage detection (e.g.,
layer configuration is [5,8,1] with 8 hidden neurons), and using a sigmoid trans-
fer function (td=1, computation requires only an accumulator, all other inter-
mediate storage are stack and process registers), the ANN would require about
2944 bits or 368 Bytes memory. From the memory requirements point of view,
the ANN fits in the RAM. Using the qfplib (written in ARM assembler) [21],
there is an ≈ mn ≈ dn (division) ≈ 100, en ≈ 200 (exponential function), in total
for the sigmoid function tn=2an+dn+en=500. The forward computation of the
entire ANN requires finally about 15100 machine instructions, with a total com-
putation time of 1ms with f clock=16 MHz and ≈ 1 instruction/Hz. With respect
to the computational time, the ANN can be processed on an embedded ARM
Cortex M0 processor. Using interval-scaled integer 16bit arithmetic, the compu-
tational time is much lower.

But the ANN only approximates the earlier introduced model-based
temperature-scaled feature variable computations and with a simple thresh-
old decision algorithm the damage prediction can be achieved with much lower
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memory and computational time requirements. In any case, the feature vari-
ables must be firstly computed. The computation of the unscaled feature vari-
ables require the hull signal derived commonly by the analytical signal using
the Hilbert transformation (H). The H can be computed using a forward and
backward discrete Fast Fourier Transform (DFT/FFT). The complexity of the
H is O(N log(N )) using FFT and radix-2 FFTs require input data with a length
N=2n and n=log2(N ), i.e., data padding and increased computational times are
required if this condition is not met. In [13] it was already shown that the H is the
major contribution to the overall computational time in the damage prediction
system. Although, FFT is an optimised fast algorithm, one FFT computation
requires approximately 5(N log2(N )) arithmetic operations, with N=4096 data
points this requires about 170 k instructions (or 10 ms) using 32 bit integer arith-
metic, but 1s using the above floating point software emulation. The memory
consumption of a FFT is about 2N D bits.

To reduce the computational time for the hull transformation, an approxi-
mation was evaluated using a rectifier (absolute function) and a low-pass (LP)
filter of first order (RLP method). This approximation requires approximately
3N arithmetic operations and 2N data transfers and can be performed with
integer arithmetic only without running in underflow or overflow errors. Figure 7
shows the comparison of both methods for a typical GUW signal. Firstly, it
can be seen that the RLP method introduces a phase shift (as expected for a
LP filter of first order). Secondly, if the RLP hull signal is phase-corrected (see
Fig. 8) the error is below 5%, but still with a small ripple. The major memory
requirement is the storage of the original sensor signal, i.e., ND bits. The hull
computation using the RLP method can be performed in-place (in contrast, the
HAS method is more challenging for in-place computation).

Fig. 7. Comparison of the analytical signal computed by a H transformation (HAS
method) for a typical GUW signal with the RLP approximation method
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Fig. 8. Linear phase-corrected RLP approximation (shift by 80 points)

The state-based or recursive RLP function is defined as follows, transforming
an input signal s(i) to the hull approximation signal S (i):

S(i) = (1 − k) · s(i) + S(i − 1) · k (12)

The computation of the feature variables M is a maximum search that
requires typical less than 5N machine instructions (one compare, two additions,
two branches), and can be further reduced by defining a Region-of-Interest (ROI)
candidate to narrow the time interval in which the maximum peak is expected
and to provide a successive-approximation search. The computation of F requires
a search around the peak and is neglectable. The temperature-scaling of the
feature variables require the computation of a polynomial of degree k. The com-
putation requires k additions and Σi=1,k i multiplications.

7 Concluding Remarks

In this work, we introduced a simple but powerful method for temperature com-
pensating in GUW data. We were able to detect damage across the entire tem-
perature range with low computational resources. The simple polynomial model
used only served as a proof of concept but could fulfill this purpose. It was also
shown that under certain conditions it is possible to perform temperature com-
pensation and damage detection with TS without knowing the actual tempera-
ture. This makes the integration of a temperature sensor in a sensor node unnec-
essary. The temperature-scaled features are feature variables that can be used to
detect damaged in the detection range of the sensor-actuator path. Their com-
putation using a rectifier-low-pass filter algorithm poses low computational and
data storage requirements well suited for the implementation in strong resource-
constrained material-integrated embedded systems. In the future, it has to be
shown if with better models and fit methods the yield of used data and accu-
racy can be improved. If the proposed approach will prove to be practicable
in real world structures depends on whether the determined feature functions
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of a component can be generalised to components of the same type. Thus, the
development of generalisation methods will have to be advanced in the future in
order to guarantee applicability.
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